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Let n>2 be an integer, and for each integer 0<a<n with (a, n)=1, define a by
the congruence aa #1 (mod n) and 0<a <n. The main purpose of this paper is to




*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |a&a |<$n],(n)=$(2&$),
where ,(n) is the Euler function, and *[ } } } ] denotes the number of elements of
the set [ } } } ].  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
For integer n>2, and any integer 0<a<n with (a, n)=1, there exists
one and only one a with 0<a <n such that aa #1 (mod n). Let
S(n, $)=*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |a&a |<$n].
The main purpose of this paper is to study the distribution behaviour of
|a&a |. About this problem, Professor Andrew Granville asked me whether
there is a distribution function for |a&a |? That is, given any constant $,
0<$<1, is it true that the limit of
lim
n  
*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |a&a |<$n],(n)
exists as n  ?
In this paper, we shall solve this problem, and give a sharp asymptotic
formula. The constants implied by the O-symbols and the symbols R used
in this paper do not depend on any parameter, unless otherwise indicated.
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Theorem. For any integer number n>2 and positive real number
0<$1,
S(n, $)=$(2&$) ,(n)+O(n12d 2(n) ln3 n),
where O does not depend on parameter $, ,(n) is the Euler function, and d(n)
denotes the number of positive divisors of n.
Therefore we can answer the above question:
Corollary 1. For any positive number 0<$1,
lim
n  
*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |a&a |<$n]
,(n)
=$(2&$).
For each integer a with (a, n)=1, define r(a) to be the least residue, in
absolute value, of a&a (mod n). From the above theorem we can deduce
the following:
Corollary 2. Let integer number n>2 and positive number 0<$1,
then
* {a: 1a<n, (a, n)=1, |r(a)|<\n2+<$==$,(n)+O(n12d 2(n) ln3 n),
where O does not depend on parameter $.
From this we can deduce:
Corollary 3. Fix =>0. For any real number y with n12+=< y=o(n),
we have
*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |r(a)|< y]t2 \,(n)n + y. (1)
Whether (1) also holds for smaller y, for instance y in the range
ln n yn12+=, is still an open problem.
We note that by using the methods of our proof the theorem, one can
also show that for any intervals A, B[1, p&1] we have
*[a # A, a # B]=
|A| } |B|
p
+O(- p ln2 p),
where p is a prime.
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2. SEVERAL LEMMAS
In this section, we shall give several elementary lemmas which are
necessary in the proof of the theorem,


























holds uniformly, where e( y)=e2?iy, $a denotes the summation over all a such
that (a, n)=1 and [x] denotes the greatest integerx.
Proof. It is clear that the number of the solutions of the congruence
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Lemma 2. If m, n, and q are integers with q>2, then








q+(m, n, q)12 q12d(q),
where d(q) is the divisor function, and (m, n, q) denotes the greatest common
factor of m, n, and q.
Proof. (See Ref. [2].)














=$(1&$) n,(n)+O(n32d 2(n) ln2 n).
Proof. Separating m=n in the summation of Lemma 3 and using the
elementary calculating we can easily deduce that the left of Lemma 3
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e \m(a&b)n + .
ab#1(n)
(4)




















































































Rn12d 2(n) ln n+(m, n)12 n12 d(n). (5)
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(d 2(n) ln n+(m, n)12 d(n))
Rn32d 2(n) ln2 n. (6)
Now, Lemma 3 follows from (4) and (6).
Lemma 4. Let integer number n>2 and positive number 0<$1, then
















2n,(n)+O(n32d 2(n) ln3 n).
Proof. Separating m=n in the summation and applying Lemma 2 we













































e \&rcn + .
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e \m(a&b)n ++ .
ab#1(n)
The Kloosterman sum over a shorter range than the length of the



















,(n) K(&m) K(m)+O \ 1n2 |S(m, &m; n)| } [$n]2+
+O \ 1n2 :
n&1
r=1
|S(r+m, &m; n)| } |K(r)| } [$n]+
+O \ 1n2 :
n&1
s=1
|S(m, s&m; n)| } |K(s)| } [$n]+






|S(r+m, s&m; n)| } |K(r)| } |K(s)|+
n |% r+m, s{m
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(m, m&s, n)12 n12
d(n)
|sin(?sn)|+
















K(&m) K(m)+O((m, n)12 n12d(n))+O(n12d 2(n) ln2 n). (9)























































e \m(a&b&l )n +



























$2n,(n)&$3n,(n)+O(n32d 2(n) ln3 n). (10)
Combining (7), (8), and (10) we may immediately deduce Lemma 4.
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
From the several lemmas on the above section, we can easily deduce the
proof of the theorem. In fact, by applying Lemmas 1, 3, and 4 we know
that for 0<$1,
S(n, $)=*[a: 1an&1, (a, n)=1, |a&a |<$n]
=
2




+O(n32d 2(n) ln3 n)&+O(d(n))
=$(2&$) ,(n)+O(n12d 2(n) ln3 n)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 2. From the theorem we have
































2++O(n12d 2(n) ln3 n)
=,(n) $+O(n12d 2(n) ln3 n).
This proves the conclusion of Corollary 2.
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